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Emergency contact list template for employees excel

What will you do when there is a need to contact someone in emergency times? You should definitely go to the emergency contact list to find out the contact details of the person required to reach him or her instantly. The list of emergency contacts is a tool that provides all possible contact details about a
group of people, employees or workers to contact them at times of emergency. These lists are often prepared by business organizations, companies, clubs and institutes to properly track the contact details of employees, workers or team members, etc. One can make the list easily using emergency
contact list template. It is entirely wrong concept that emergency contact lists are only used for business purposes, even household people can also make these lists to handle emergency situations by contacting the right people quickly. It allows someone to contact the most suitable people at the time of
the events and unwanted incidents. Making a list of emergency contacts is very easy can even be done with paper and pencil. If you do this for professional use, you must use an easy-to-edit emergency contact list template to do this efficiently. Emergency contact list is something every home, office and
workplace needs in order to get away from natural disasters and dangers safely. It usually consists of guardian contact details, police helpline and other useful contact information when made for a home. The list may include some additional details in case of business emergency contacts. If you're about
to make this list from scratch, you may need many moments to get it done, but our emergency contact list template is the perfect way to make this list easily without facing problems. When your purpose rope is to collect basic and possible contact data from your employees, workers, team members,
students or personal contacts, emergency contact list template will provide you with sufficient assistance to perform the work effectively. It has everything one may need to point out contact details for emergencies, such as full name, home number, postal address, zip code, phone number, email, fax and
business address, etc. You can also add some local emergency contacts, such as the police helpline, fire brigade, ambulance and doctor, etc. download the template from the appropriate emergency contact list from the next collection of templates and take a good start to make and maintain a detailed
contact list for the emergency. There are emergency contact list templates Emergency Contacts List Emergency Contact List Emergency Contact Template 5+ Emergency Contact List Templates No one expects something bad. But in case it comes to you, have you prepared for the emergency? One of
the preparations is to make a list of emergency contacts. Yes, it is necessary for anyone to reach certain people in a situation. Therefore, search below for the emergency contact list template. You can upload the list to the put on the phone table, or anywhere easy to find. And the list must contain a
number of important matches. You can't make the same list as your friend or your neighbor. Because you have a different concern about the urgent situation. 28 Important emergency contact list matches that should be included there should be a lot of people who are reliable in your life. But since this 28th
emergency contact list is dedicated to your family, it should also be important to the entire member. These are the parts may be necessary for each person: 1.911 This is an emergency number that can be contacted for any other condition. There are several advantages to knowing a list of emergency
phone numbers. Some of the excellent service values are as follows: You can contact at any time free call you can connect while the hand phone is blocked 20 example self-assessment to improve your career2. 112 is an emergency phone number that can be contacted for free from most mobile phones
and, in some countries, fixed to reach the emergency services. 3. General practiioner, people panic in an emergency when the medical situation occurs. For example, her baby is falling out of her bed, her husband gets hard to breathe, or her mother found lying on the floor. You should be needing first aid



and a direction of what to do. If you have a private doctor it is good for you. They are the right people to call first. It would be better when you have several specialist doctors, such as a pediatrician, an internist, a dentist, etc. The more contactable they are, especially in the middle of the night, the quieter
your life would be. 4. Hospital In addition to doctors, it is also important to add hospital contact. Write more than three hospitals around you. It gives you more options when one of them is fully loaded. You can choose and move to another hospital. Or, when the doctor's schedule doesn't match your time,
you still have somewhere else to go. Here included the hospital's emergency contact with your medical contact: The above sample is just a reference for you to compile contacts. 5. Security Officers This part is used to be the first in mind when making an emergency contact list template. A security officer
is not always a police officer. You could be the officer around your residence or blogs. As long as you have official authority, you can add them to the list. You can detail this by typing its location. Even better if you know the person in charge and their contact department. Therefore, you can call directly
without having through the operator. 6. Transport Do you think that contact with transport is not necessary? Well, you should never be in a hurry situation anyway. It is definitely necessary, not only when you are but also in the middle of the night or to plan tomorrow. Putting in taxi contacts will help you plan
your job or trip. 20 Best comment card templates with advantages of using ItJust as the hospital contact, not just have a provider. The more have, the easiest to get your transportation. In addition, type the various types of customer service transportation, such as airlines, taxis, trains and others. 7. Family
members Add the family member you want to contact for the first time. The list should include all information about them. Your mobile phone, office and department contact, office address, school, and something else that needs to be easily reached. In addition to a security officer and a hospital, the best
memory to call is the family member. But the emergency contact list template is different from a phone book. Adding family members does not mean that all the relatives it included as well. Find your difference when viewing the printable emergency contact list template below: 8. Close neighbor The other
people you can contact in case of emergency are your friends. They are the other close part in addition to his family. They could be your best friend or neighbors. It's better if your house is close to you. They can come as soon as you need. Your friend or neighbor should notify you when you really need
them. It's bigger if you have a special code between them. So, when you feel threatened, you obviously don't detect that you see help from the outside. Make sure all members of your family know the people on your list, how to get there, their location, and the ability to help them. In addition, put the
emergency contact list template after completing it on the site that is easy to view, reach, and access. 9. Emergency Support Services is an element of the Provincial Emergency Program 10. Attorney (Local Lawyers Services) Provided the Lawyers Service you need 11. Boss make sure you have your
boss's phone number to get in touch with work problems anytime if you need it. 13 Secret a perfect business letter Form12. Animal control provided by the government or through a contract with a human society or society for the prevention of cruelty to animals. 13. Zookeepers is usually a person who
takes care of zoo animals that are in captivity destined for conservation or be shown to the general public. 14. Coroner This really is definitely a federal government formal that will be stimulated to conduct or buy an investigation along the way or trigger the reduction of lifestyle, and to check or confirm the
identification of an unidentified person who proceeds to end up being found dead within forensic legislation. 15. Poison Control This is providing specialized support for poisoning 16. Hunger relief is usually a structured effort to alleviate hunger within a region simply for which there is currently famine. 17.
Amateur radio advertising communications groupings - offer communications assistance during emergencies 18. Truck trailers Damaged vehicles away from moments and responds to divided cars and accidents. 19. Locksmith 20. Plumbers (Local Plumbers Services) provides you with plumber services
you need and fix 21 problems. Electrician (Electrician Local) 22. Engineer (Local Engineer) 23. Conservator (Local Conservator Services) 24. Disaster Disaster Service 25. Water Company (local water company) 26. Firefighters 27. EMS (emergency medical services) 28. Coast Guard or Coast Guard
emergency contact list template Once you see examples, here's another template. Hopefully it enriches your reference to make one: Emergency Contact List Template from Excel Emergency Contact List Emergency Contact List Template for Emergency Contact List Template for Employees Emergency
Contact List Template for Kids Emergency Contact List Emergency Contact List
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